AMC: AutoML for Model Compression and Acceleration on Mobile Devices
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Overview of AutoML for Model Compression (AMC) Engine

Model compression is an important technique facilitating efficient inference,
while human expert needs to find a good set of hyper-parameters (e.g.,
compression ratio of each layer), which requires domain expertise and
many trials and errors, and is usually time-consuming and sub-optimal.
Goal: Automate the compression pipeline and free human
Original NN labor. “Model
Compressed NN
compression by AI”, which is automated, faster and enjoys higher
performance.
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Reward= -Error*log(FLOP)
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Agent: DDPG

DDPG Agent
• DDPG Agent for continuous action
space (0-1)
• Input state embedding of each layer and
output sparse ratio
Compression Methods Studied
• Fine-grained Pruning for model size
compression
• Coarse-grained/Channel Pruning for
faster inference
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getting highest possible performance.
Fig. 1. Overview of AutoML for
Compression (AMC)
engine.simply
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human. Right: Form AMC as a reinforcement learning problem. We process a pretrained

network (e.g., MobileNet-V1) in a layer-by-layer manner.
OurResults
reinforcement
learning
AMC
on ImageNet
agent (DDPG) receives the embedding st from a layer t, and outputs a sparsity ratio
at . After the layer is compressed with at , it moves to the next layer Lt+1 . The accuracy
1. Learning based compression > Rule based compression
of the pruned model with all layers compressed is evaluated. Finally, as a function of
2. Resource-constrained search
accuracy
and
FLOP,
reward
R
is
returned
to
the
reinforcement
learning
agent.
3. Continuous action space for fine-grained surgery
4. Fast exploration with few GPUs (1GPU 4hours on ImageNet)

AMC Results on CIFAR-10

solved by brute-force methods. Reinforcement learning methods have been widely
approved to have better sample efficiency than random exploration and achieve
better solution. Therefore, we propose AutoML for Model Compression (AMC)
which leverages reinforcement learning to efficiently sample the design space and
greatly improve the model compression quality. Figure 1 illustrates our AMC
engine. When compressing a network, rather than relying on human experience
or hand-crafted heuristics, our AMC engine automates this process and frees the
compression pipeline from human labor.

